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DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL
(A-Gr.1D)

NOTIFICATION
Jaipur November 28, 2017

GS.R. 102 .- In exercise of the powers conferred by
Article 233 and 234 read with proviso to Article 309 of the
Constitution of India and all other powers enabling him in this
behalf, the Governor of Rajasthan, in consultation with the
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Rajasthan Public Service Commission and the High Court of
Judicature for Rajasthan hereby makes the following rules
further, to amend the Rajasthan Judicial Service Rules, 2010,
namely:

1 Short title and commencement .- (1)These rules may
be called the Rajasthan Judicial Service (Amendment) Rules,
2017.

(2) They shall come into force with immediate effect.
2.Amendment of rule 10. The existing sub rule (3) of rule

10 shall be substituted by the following :
“Reservation of vacancies for women:- Reservation of

vacancies for women candidates shall be 30 % category wise in the
direct recruitment, out of which one third shall be for widows and
divorced women candidates in the 1atio of 80:20. In the event of
non availability of eligible and suitable candidates, either in widow
or in divorcee, in particular year, the vacancies may first be filled
by interchange, i.e. vacancies reserved for widows to the divorcees
or vice versa. In the event of non availability of sufficient widow
and divorcee candidates, the unfilled vacancies, shall be filled by
other women of the same category and in the event of non
availability of eligible and suitable women candidates, the
vacancies so reserved for them shall be filled up by male
candidates of the category for which vacancy is reserved . The
vacancy so reserved for women candidates shall not be carried
forward to the subsequent year. The reservation for women
including widows and divorcee women shall be treated as
horizontal reservation, within the category, i.e, even the women
selected in general merit of the category shall first be adjusted
against the women quota.

Explanation :- In the case of widow, she will have to

furnish a certificate ofdeath of her husband from the competent

authority and in case of divorcee, she will have to furnish the
proof of divorce.”

3.Amendment of rule 24.- The following second proviso
of rule 24 ofthe said rules shall be deiete

"Provided further that no candidate shall be recommended
who fails to obtain minimum 25% marks in the interview."

4.Amendment of rule 41. In rule 41 ofthe said rules.
(i) the following first proviso shall be deleted :-
"Provided that no candidate shall be recommended who

fails to obtain minimum 25% marks in the interview.”
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(ii) After the word “Provided” and before the word
“that”, the word “further” mentioned in second proviso shall be
deleted

5.Amendment of Schedule -VII.- The expression "7.5"
appearing in the entry no. 3 Interview in table given in
Schedule-VII, shall be deleted.

 

[No.F.1)DOP/A-11/2010]
By Order and in the name of the Governor,

Sunil Sharma,
Joint Secretary to the Government.

Government Central Press, Jaipur.

  


